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Monastic Tradition and Lay Practice from the 
Perspective of Nantenb6 
A Response of Japanese Zen Buddhism to Modernity 
MICHEL MOHR 
A !though the political transformations and conflicts that marked the Meiji 
..fiRestoration have received much attention, there are still significant gaps 
in our knowledge of the evolution that affected Japanese Zen Buddhism dur-
ing the nineteenth century. Simultaneously, from a historical perspective, the 
current debate about the significance of modernity and modernization shows 
that the very idea of "modernity" implies often ideologically charged presup-
positions, which must be taken into account in our review of the Zen 
Buddhist milieu. Moreover, before we attempt to draw conclusions on the 
nature of modernization as a whole, it would seem imperative to survey a 
wider field, especially other religious movements. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide selected samples of the thought of 
a Meiji Zen Buddhist leader and to analyze them in terms of the evolution of 
the Rinzai school from the Tokugawa period to the present. I shall first situ-
ate Nantenb6 lff:Rtf by looking at his biography, and then examine a reform 
project he proposed in 1893. This is followed by a considerarion of the 
nationalist dimension of Nantenb6's thought and his view of lay practice. 
Owing to space limitations, this study is confined to the example provided by 
Nantenb6 and his acquaintances and disciples. I must specify that, at this 
stage, I do not pretend to present new information on this priest. I rely on 
the published sources, although a lot remains to be done at the level of fun-
damental research and the gathering of documents. To my knowledge, no 
academic work has yet tackled the actual role played by Nantenb6. The issues 
that will be considered here should naturally be extended to the S6t6 and 
Obaku schools, or be enlarged to encompass Buddhism as a whole and its 
interactions with other religious movements, but I believe that there is still 
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an enormous need for raw data and specific information. 
The testimony Nantenbo provides in his writings shows above all the 
diversity in the thought in Meiji Buddhists. A study of their ideas should 
therefore help us to recognize that their attitudes toward modernity would 
be oversimplified ifwe assume that they agreed on most problems. But who 
was Nantenb6, and where resides the interest of this character for our dis-
cussion of modernity/ 
Name and Profile of Nantenbo 
Nantenbo literally designates "a stick ( made of) nantin," 1 a kind of evergre~n 
shrub; the nickname of the Rinzai priest T6jt1 Zenchii .fi'.HIH~:,[', (Nakahara 
qi}Jl( 1839-1925),2 it was the sobriquet Nantenb6 used when referring to 
himself. Nantenbo recalls how, during one of his trips in the Kyushf1 area, he 
happened to see an exceptional tree, which looked as if it were wriggling out 
of a cowshed. Struck by the sight, he asked the farmer to cut it, and used this 
piece of wood as his favorite stick. As the stick Nantenb6 carried throughout 
his lite, it became a symbol of his spirited attempt to revive the Rinzai school.' 
This unconventional character can hardly be considered the most repre-
sentative figure of the Meiji Rinzai school; however, as one of the teachers 
who experienced the transition from the Tokugawa regime to the Meiji gqv-
ernment, and as a plainspoken-sometimes naive-writer, he eloquently 
embodies some of the typical contradictions of his time. Furthermore, his 
role in training hundreds of lay practitioners cannot be overlooked, nor can 
his collaboration with Yamaoka Tesshii LlJluili~-flt (1836-1888) to establi~h 
the first monastery in Tokyo, the Dorin-ji iii'*~ of Ichigaya, officially rec-
1 Nandina domestica (Kfidansha's Japan: An Illustrated Encyclopedia, p. 1049a). 
2 For the names of Japanese priests who are not alive today, I have adopted the convention, 
favored in most Japanese publications, of giving first the surname ( d,ig,i iJll:-'i}-or azana 'f'. ), followed 
by the ordination name (h<iki itr.fi.). The family name and the dates follow within brackets. 
Nantenbfi's surname is occasionally read Toshf1 instead of T,,jf1; his consultation-chamber name 
(shitsugii :@:~) is Hakugaikutsu B~i:ffl. Nantenbfi's names are all related to the Chinese master 
Huizhong /®UL'. ( d 776 ), who is depicted as having remained for forty years in the Valley of Dangzi 
l!T'B- on Mount Baiya EJiitlJ, west of the district ofNanyang m[il/; in the region of Deng ffllJ+J (in 
modern Henan Prefecture), where he founded the Xiangyan si 'lli'1ils'i'. The stilpa Nantenbo built 
for his own relics when he was still alive, at Kaisei-ji ifii,i~s'i' in Nishinomiya (largely destroyed by 
the January 1995 earthquake), is named Nan'yf>-tf> miil/,J-),\C_ 
3 This episode is narrated by Nantenb,i himself (NAKAHARA 1984: 143--46 ). The actual stitk, 
technically called a shippei it*, is kept at the Zuigan-ji Museum of Matsushima. See the picture 
in ZUIGAN-JI HAKUBUTSUKAN 1986, p. 18 and ZENBUNKA HENSH0BU 1981, p. 199. 
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ognized by Myoshin-ji in 1887. 4 Nantenbo and his followers' activity can be 
considered compl ementary to the efforts mad e by the teachers of the 
Engaku-ji line of Kamakura, although the implicit rivalry betwe en the two 
lineages has been partiall y overshadowed by the "success story" of Suzuki 
Daisetsu (1870-1966 ), who was instrument al in introducing Rinzai teach-
ings to the West. 
A Landmark in Rinzai History 
I should say here that my choice of Nantenbo rather than of another teacher 
has been motiv ated by his fortuitous position as a landmark in Rinzai histo-
ry, rather than by a fascination with his personalit y. Nantenbo is known in 
particular for his pledge to ensure that his fellow certified masters ( roshi -;ft~jjj) 
had all reached genuine spiritual attainm ent; on th e occasion of th e formal 
assembly at Myoshin-ji on 1 May 1893 he boldl y proposed a ruling that 
would have compelled all recognized roshi to undertake an examination 
ascertaining the level of th eir realization ( shiisho kentei ho ffeifrtff!:%':'.it ). 
The timin g of this propo sal is particularl y int eresting . It was mad e almost 
one century after th e death of most of Hakuin's major disciples: Daishu 
Zenjo t.£iJ+l1¥fc (172 0- 1778), Shikyo Eryo WitJJ;~ (1722-1 787), Suio 
Genro ~ifiix;J!. (1717-1790 ), Torei Enji *Uli=gi'B (1721-1792 ), Gasan Jito 
11J}hlJi'B1'ilL (1727-1 797) and Tairei Shokan :t:~ ftlJt (1724-1807 ). The com-
mitment of Nantenbo to esta blish a Zen monaster y in Tokyo was inspired 
precisely by the effor ts made a century earlier by Shikyo Eryo to create a 
"m onaster y ope n to anyone" (goko dofo ffiMiiJ:~): Enpuku-ji j=g:/!ll~, in 
ft awata ;\rpf south of Kyoto. Nantenbo spent his first years of monastic prac-
/ 
tice at Enpuku-ji and was galvanized by the example ofShikyo Eryo, who had 
managed to overcome the inertia of Myoshin-ji and to inau gurat e the first 
official monast ery of this branch of th e Rinzai scho ol.; 
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Nantenbo's 1893 proposal came at a time when freedom of religion had 
already been reco gnized ( 1877) and the "wo rst of the storm" aimed at eradi -
cating Buddhi sm was passing (COLLCUTI 1986, p. 167 ). In the internat ional 
sphere, it happen ed a few months before the first World's Parliament of 
4 Nantcnb11 angyaro/m (N AKAHARA 1984 , p. 218 ). Thi s temple does not exist anymore. 
s The otlicial recognit ion of the Enpuk u -ji mona ste ry by the auth or iti es of Myos hin -ji came ~ 
only in ! 76 (KATO 1969 , p. 261 ) . i'vlona sterie s atliliated wit h Tenryi:1-ji, ShCikoku-ji, and N anzen -
ji had alread y been estab lished a few )'ears befor e. T h e complex stor y of the foundation of the 
Enpuku -ji monastery is meticulou sly discussed in KAT(J 1969. 
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Religions, which opened in Chicago on 11 September with Kogaku Soc;n 
i:*tir*i~ ( Shaku ;fl( 1860-1919) presenting a Rinzai Zen with a slightly dif-
ferent flavor." 
From today's perspective, Nantenbo's project is a convenient marker and 
evidence for the need for reform. An examination of Nantenbo's activity 
therefore provides us with an intermediate period between the post- Hakuin 
Rinzai school and today's Rinzai-shu, helping us to understand the develop-
ment of the Rinzai world during the rather ill-defined last third of the 
Tokugawa period. The Restoration brought drastic changes in the whole 
political and social system, involving the official abolition of castes (although 
retaining some privileges for the nobility), and a thorough revision of the 
educational system, but did these changes affect the conception of spiritual 
training as it appears in Nantenbo's thought? 
Among the questions raised by Nantenbo's endeavor, one can ask whether 
his project was a reaction to the widespread degradation in the standards for 
Zen practice, or whether it was a desperate attempt by an old-fashioned priest 
to fight the characteristic Meiji inclination toward novelty. We shall return to 
the contents of his 1893 proposal. Let us first take a brieflook at his biogra-
phy. 
Sources 
Besides Nantenbo's own autobiographical accounts, found in particular in his 
memoirs Nantenbo angyaroku 1$i"3'(,fffrlJ!IJ~!/i, written at the age of eighty-
two,7 the earliest source for his biography is the Zoku Kinsei zenrin soboden 
*5cii:t!t:/'.lii1't1i:i:1~ (1926) by Gyokugen Buntei :f.~>C~§~ (Obata +~ 1870-
1945), published a year after Nantenbo's death. This is, however, largely 
uncritical and apparently relies almost entirely on Nantenbo's own accounts. 
Further information appears in the work of Ogisu J undo ~;JHit@: ( 1907-
1986 ), which briefly discusses Nantenbo's proposal as related in Myoshin-ji's 
periodical Shoborin iErt~ .8 Without questioning Ogisu's contribution to his-
6 The young Suzuki Daisetsu translated into English the speech of Kf,gaku Sf,en (AKIZUKI 
1967, pp. 30, 221 ). Concerning the implications of this conference, see ELIADE and KlTAGAWA 
1959, FADER 1982, and KETELAAR 1990, pp. 136-73. The translated paper was read by the chair-
man, and was recently published in YOKOYAMA 1993 (pp. 131-37). 
7 NAKAHARA 1984. The age of redaction is mentioned on page 24. As usual, Nantenbt, 
recounts his years of age according to the traditional system in which a person is already one yeJr 
of age at birth (kazoedoshif!l.f~>f.). 
8 0GISU 1975, pp. 787-88. 
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torical studies of the Rinzai sect, I must mention parenthetically that, as a 
Myoshin-ji priest, he is hardly in a position of optimum objectivity with 
regard to his own school. This is illustrated by some of his writings during 
the war,9 which, alas, were no different from those of most contemporaries. 
More recent publications generally reiterate similar anecdotes and describe 
Nantenbo's biography along the same lines.rn 
Elements for a Biography 
Given the scarcity of accounts from outside of Rinzai circles, it appears nec-
essary to present first a factual summary of Nantenbo's life. He was born on 
15 May 1839 in the port town ofKaratsu /l1fi$, Kamimatsuura ...tt~oo District 
in the domain of Hizen ~e:M (present Saga Prefecture in northern Kyi"1shu), 
ruled by the Ogasawara 1Mi~ family. His father, whose name was Shioda 
Daisuke tl:IE*.!!;/J and later Shioda Juhee Koregasu tlilE~~1*j·ftfD, used to 
be a retainer of the daimyo. Nantenbo's first given name was Keisuke lf .!!;IJ, 
but his father decided to change his name to Kojiro ~tte~ in praise of his 
filial piety. 11 A decisive event marked his childhood: the loss of his mother 
Kitako %~T at the age of seven. The distress he felt is reflected in his mem-
ories of going every day during the following years to pay his respects in front 
of her grave; Nantenbo presents his desire to strive for the salvation ( bodai 
-B'tt) of his deceased mother as the prime motivation that brought him into 
religion when he was eleven (NAKAHARA 1984, pp. 20-21). 
On 23 October 1849 he was ordained by a priest named Reiso Zentaku 
K*~iR (1818-1878) 12 at Yt1ko-ji triw~ in Hirado and received the new 
ordination name of Zenchi:"1. The family name Nakahara was later bestowed 
on him in 1872 by Mori Motoshige ::§f1J5cli.13 At eighteen, after the usual 
9 See for example OGISU 1943 and other articles by him in the same review. 
Ill This is the case with K!SHIDA (1973 and 1994) and KASUMI (1963 and 1974). 
11 NAKAHARA 1917.10 (p. 297) and 1984 (pp. 75,143). The childhood name ofNantenbo, 
Kfijirn, is written ;f:/i;!lF, in NAKAHARA 1917.10 (p. 297) while other accounts use the characters 
~*1111. Since KSBD (vol. 2, p. 495) reports that "he was the third child" of the family, I have fol-
lowed the former. 
12 For the reading of this p1iest's surname I frillowed NAKAHARA 1917.10 (p. 298); more recent 
publications give the reading Reijfl (NAKAHARA 1984, p. 21). This is the only source I could find 
for this priest (NAKAHARA 1984, p. 162); here Nantenbf> mentions the date of his death, his age, 
and the fact that he was a successor of Bannei Gen'i 75$1i.:'M: (1790-1860). 
13 NAKAHARA 1917.10, p. 301, and 1984, p. 140. 
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years of apprenticeship, Nantenbo ldi: Reiso and started his spiritual pilgrim-
age (angya fr/ltll ). Using the postal boat that was going to Osaka, it took him 
no less than thirty days to reach the Kansai area, where he headed straight for 
Enpuku-ji monastery. 
His first master was Sekio Somin tir.2,*IR; (1795-1857), a direct succes-
sor of Takuju Kosen ~iffliiA{I (1760-1833). Nantenbo recalls how during 
this inaugural winter in the monastery he danced for joy on the last day of 
the rohatsu sesshin after breaking through the koan mu (ibid. p. 39). This 
marks the beginning of another nine years of strenuous effort under the guid-
ance of several teachers, which led to his certification by Razan Genma if.i. L.lJ 
:5tl® (1815-1867) at the age of twenty-seven (ibid. pp. 93-94). This early 
recognition could have been a reason for more rejoicing, but when he 
recounts this event in his memoirs with the mature eye of an old man, 
Nantenbo remarks: 
The inka (received) just after completing the formal koan training 
is not true. Let us leave now the rationalization for later on, but get 
to work on what is truly alive! (ibid. p. 93) 
This second major turning point in Nantenbo's life was also an occasion for 
him to reflect upon the guidance he had received from the teachers consult-
ed during his years as a wandering monk. For him, one of the main reasons 
for the lack of vitality he found in the Rinzai school was one of the "ten 
afflictions" already denounced by the Chinese master Xutang Zhiyu m:!lt~.~ 
( 118 5-1269) when he said, "The illness resides in [ having only] one master 
and one [spiritual] friend" (yamai wa isshi ichiyu no tokoro ni ari :Ji);J:{f-~ffi 
-~RI& ).14 
Masters consulted 
Resolved not to commit this mistake, Nantenbo consulted no less than twen-
ty-four teachers from both the Inzan and Takuju lineages. As this represents 
an important source of information concerning both his choices and the mas-
ters active during his time, I have tried to identify each of them. Below I give 
their affiliations in brackets. 1' Next, I indicate the number of years Nantenbo 
spent with that teacher; the "duration of an assembly" (daiechu :k~9'1) usu-
ally corresponds to a few weeks, while the "duration of a retreat" ( kesseichu 
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t!ii!rlJ i:p) is generally equivalent to ninety days. 
1. Sekio Somin (Takuju, 2 years)16 
2. Bannei Gen'i 7J3W:!£* (1790-1860, Inzan, duration of an assembly) 17 
3. Toin Shosen ~[E1*tU1 ( 1787-1859, not specified, duration of an assem-
bly)18 
4. Ryosui Eigyo ll~7.k~~ (1857-1934, Inzan, duration ofa retreat) 
5. Isan Soan WLl.Jtll~ (1788-1864, Inzan, duration of a retreat) 19 
6. Sekko Shijun §:AA::P~J~ (1806-1871, Takujt1, duration ofa retreat)2° 
7. Seijo Genshi ~~5t;i!;: (1816-1881, Takujt1, duration of a retreat) 21 
8. Tankai Gensho i.;ii~~ (1812-1898, Takujt1, at Myoshin-ji) 22 
9. Kaiju Soto ii1+1~ll (1808-1878, Takujt1, while staying at Enpuku-ji) 23 
10. Satsumon Soon iiiU~*ilii\. (1805-1871, Takujt1, while staying at 
Enpuku-ji )24 
11. Sozan Genkyo ~Ll.J~~ (1799-1869, Takuju, 3 years)2; 
12. Zuido Zenri fimii~ni (1803-1874, Inzan, on the occasion of the 
great commemoration of the founder at Myoshin-ji )26 
13. Renjt1 fflH!-1 or ffltiHI (unidentified, during the assembly at Domyo-ji) 27 
14. Raio Bunjo 1'IUfiiXliffe-(1799-1871, line ofSuio Genro, 3 years in the 
16 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 261-63; ZGD, p. 755c. 
17 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 246--47; ZGD, p. 276d; NBYJ, p. 683b. 
18 The second character of his surname is wrongly given as Toin //Gr.~ in NAKAHARA (1984, p. 
146). KSBD, vol. 2, pp. 491-92. 
19 Concerning the affiliation of Ian, Nakahara gives his line as being Takujil's (1984, p. 147), 
but all other evidence shows that he was in Inzan's line, as he inherited the Dharma from Sekkan 
Shoju ~rJ1l/FilJJ!i. (1766-1835), one of the four main successors oflnzan. KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 140--43; 
ZGD, p. 552b. 
20 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 264-66; ZGD, p. 435c-d. 
21 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 266-68; ZGD, 283b-c; NBYJ, p. 422a. 
22 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 175-80; ZGD, pp. 287d-88a; MZS, pp. 47--66; NBYJ, p. 510a. 
23 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 248-53; ZGD, 774c; NBYJ, pp. 97b-98a. 
21 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 278-79; ZGD, p. 716a; NBYJ, p. 228b. 
2S KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 224-32; ZGD, p. 279a-b; NBYJ, p. 46la-b. 
26 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 29-37; ZGD, p. 707c-d. 
27 The passage mentioning this priest speaks of the opening ceremony ( shokaid,i 1')J r,~ '.lit) held 
in 1860 at DcHnyo-ji j[,JaJJ;'j:,, in Ki1;batake 1JJ:l:l!l, Bungo :11£1& Domain in Kyushu (NAKAHARA 1984, 
p. 55). On the Dharma-lineage chart of the ZGD (number 49-03), he is presented as a successor 
ofShunsi"> Shi)ju {l<,tUgJ;jc (1751-1835), in the line ofSuii"> Genro i!'.iii5tli (1717-1790). 
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intervals between the retreats at Bairin-ji)28 
15. Razan Genma (Takujii, 8 years)29 
16. Mugaku Bun'eki ~~J'.c~ (1818-1898, Takuju, 1 year)"' 
17. Goten Dokai ~/ffij]H,{! (1814-1891, Takujii, during the assembly at 
Kensho-ji )' 1 
18. Ian Soken HIU~t.!Hl (1810-1880, line unknown, during the assembly 
at Toko-ji)32 
19. Gukei Jitetsu ~i~§'tg- (1820-1885, Takujt1, during the memorial cer-
emony at Shofuku-ji)" 
20. Bao Sozen ,l[!;,J;t,t-§Jii\ (1812-1880, Takuji::1, while staying at Bairin-ji) 34 
21. Kazan Zenryo 1miLIJ~tn (1824-1893, Takujt1, while staying at 
Chofuku-ji) 3' 
22. Ekkei Shuken ~i~~~ (1810-1884, Inzan, 1 year while at Myoshin-
ji )36 
23. Hogaku Soju 1*-ffi*!4 (1825-1901, Takujii, 1 year)37 
24. Kyodo Etan OCil!~ilf,'. (1809-1895, Takujii, while staying at Enpuku-
ji)'8 
The above list reveals something ofNantenbo's background. Although he 
experienced to a certain extent the style of the Inzan line (particularly 
through consulting Ekkei Shuken), the influence of the Takujt1 line appears 
predominant. The second point that can be noted is that he had no direct 
28 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 15-17; ZGD, p. 1103b. One of his surnames was "the demon Bunjf>" 
(Oni Bunjo ,1!.:SC~f) because of his severeness. It should be noted that the second character of the 
surname Bunjo is wrongly noted Jci)i· in KSBD and in ZGD. It has been corrected according to 
the annotation by Katfl Shfishun in KSBD, vol. 3, index, p. 27. 
29 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 273-76; ZGD, p. 298a; NBYJ, pp. 790b-9la. 
30 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 182-90; ZGD, p. 656d; NBYJ, pp. 749b-50a. The reading of his sur-
name is wrongly given as "Mon'eki" in ZGD; I followed NBYJ. 
31 KSRD, vol. 3, pp. 90-91; ZGD, p. 656a. 
32 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 279-82; ZGD, p. 767a. 
33 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 286-88; ZGD, p. 456c; NBYJ, p. 195a. 
34 KSBD, vol. 1, pp. 282-83; ZGD, p. 772b. The character Mi used in KSBD and in subse-
quent publications is apparently a deviant form for ML I therefrire chose the latter. 
35 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 128-36; ZGD, p. 323b. 
36 KSRD, vol. 1, p. 270-71; ZGD, p. 502c-d; NBYJ, p. 61a; MZS pp. 25-45 (dates wrongly 
given here as 1809-1883 ). 
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contact with teachers who were active in Kamakura, such as Kosen Soon 
i:ltJIJ*iN/i. (Imakita ~'-~I: 1816-1892).} 9 Was this due only to circumstances, or 
did Nantenbo have a distaste for the Engaku-ji style? 
Skepticism Concerning the Kamakura teachers 
It is difficult to assess his appraisal, but there are a few allusions that reveal 
Nantenbo's skepticism concerning the Kamakura teachers. One of them 
explicitly mentions by name two successors of Kosen's line. Nantenbo recalls 
a trip to Akita Prefecture, where he was invited to give a lecture (teisho ;J"IP/el) 
by a Zen group called Yuima-e *l~~: 
Until now Shaku Soen *~*ii, Shaku Sokatsu fR*i!, and Kono 
Mukai iiiJ!ffffii had been coming alternately in autumn and in 
spring, but they only gave their teisho and there was no zazen at all. 
Therefore, I heard that when the teisho was over the people started 
playing go and [ engaging in] other [ distractions ].40 
The criticism is courteous, but it reflects a frequent complaint Nantenbo 
expresses when mentioning the tendency to indulge in "rationalized Zen" 
(rikutsu Zen 3:1'.@tlii) (NAKAHARA 1984, pp. 52 and 265). Another piece of 
indirect evidence concerning the contrast between Nantenbo's style and the 
style of the Engaku-ji line is provided by the contacts Nantenbo had with the 
feminist pioneer Hiratsuka Raicho f:t~Gv•-C'J (1886-1971). 
Hiratsuka Raicho 
Like many inquisitive teenagers, Raicho was tormented by philosophical 
questions. Her doubts were fueled by articles she had read on Christian the-
ology ,41 but her interest for Zen practice arose when she came across the 
Zenkai ichiran flliii-illru of Kosen Soon (HrRATSUKA 1992, vol. 1, p. 192). 
In the summer of 1905 Raicho began consulting Tetto Sokatsu fl~*i! 
39 On this figure see SUZUKI 1992 and SAWADA NDERSON 1994. 
40 NAKAHARA ( 1916.10, p. 264). The three priests mentioned are Kogaku Sikn, Kc,gaku's dis-
ciple Tettc, Sokatsu, and Mukai Kmyc, ¥ififi/cr','l'f (Kono i0J!l'J-, 1864-1935). 
41 Raiche, reports having been particula1y moved by an article ofTsunajima Ryosen ~~Jfa',ii{i:/11 
(1873-1907) called "Yoga kenshin no jikken" 'fn'~t$11>~.!!fri (My experiment of seing God), 
which describes the necessity of undergoing a transformation going beyond mere intellection 
(HIRATSUKA 1992, vol. 1, p. 190). 
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(Shaku f.R, 1870-1954 ). She attended assiduously his Ryomo-an fillJ:i&:~ in 
Nippori and received the koan "[Show me] your original face before YO\Ir 
parents were born" (ibid. p. 194 ). 
The next year, during an unidentified sesshin, she reports feeling suddenly 
"enormous teardrops falling onto my knees" while reciting Hakuin's 
Zazenwasan (Song of zazen). As she was not in any emotional state of sad-
ness or gratefulness, she identifies this event as being "probably an explosion 
of the life that was in me" (ibid. p. 209). Her first kensho was acknowledged 
by Sokatsu in the summer 1906, and he gave her the Buddhist name EkLin 
~- (ibid. p. 210). Although she kept consulting Sokatsu during the folloJr-
ing period, he soon told her that he would go to spread the Dharma in the 
United States with a group of disciples. This is the famous trip that brought 
Sokatsu to San Francisco in September 1906, accompanied by Zuigan Sose\<.i 
fi/ilmt,1Hf! (Goto f&Hf, 1879-1965), Soshin Shigetsu *~ti ./cl (Sasaki ,fi-"'* 
1882-1945) and Shigetsu's first wife Tomoko.4 2 1 
Raicho recalls how deeply shocked she was to be separated from her mas-
ter, and how Sokatsu recommended that she not follow another teacher dur-
ing his absence ( ibid. p. 221). Her thirst for furthering her practice was press-
ing, however, so she started to do sanzen under Shinjo Sosen Ji)t*~ 
(Sakagami :f,R_l_ 1842-1914), the abbot of Seiken-ji ¥'it~~ in Okitsu !f!l!.it 
(Shizuoka Prefecture), who was regularly coming to Tokyo to lecture. A 
group of lay practitioners called the Nyoi-dan ~l]~Bfl invited Shinjo every 
month to direct a sesshin organized at Kaizen-ji iitlii~ (in Asakusa), where 
Raicho would sit. 
Raicho's subsequent years were marked by two affairs with men, culmi-
nating in March 1908 when she ran away with one of her university teachers, 
Morita Sohei ~83~-'f (1881-1949). This event, called the "Shiobara inci-
dent" (Shiobara jiken tj[JJffHt ), was much exploited by the press, and the 
whole Hiratsuka family had to endure the consequences of this "scandal,," 
which became the talk of the town and gave birth to Morita's novel Bai~n 
'At~ (Soot and smoke). 
Partly to escape the curiosity of journalists, Raicho lived for a while in 
Kamakura and in Nagano Prefecture, where her practice remained intensive. 
During her stay in Kamakura she lived in a small hermitage within the 
precincts of Engaku-ji, but she describes Kogaku Soen's successor as chief 
abbot, Kanno Sokai Wir.G*ii (Miyaji sttt 1856-1923), as "absolutely un-
42 The American side of the stmy is related by Sfishin Shigetsu himself (THE FIRST ZEN 
INSTITUTE OF AMEIUCA 1947, pp. 19, 23), a narration taken up by FIELDS (1992, pp. 174-77). 
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attractive" and she did not feel like doing sanzen under his direction (ibid. 
p. 274). 
The most interesting development for our discussion comes when she 
returns to Tokyo in the winter of 1908. Having heard that Nantenbo was 
coming every month to the Nihon Zengakudo E :.iq:_iji-¥=-g in Kanda to con-
duct sesshin, she started practicing sanzen with him. During their first meeting 
in the sanzen room, Nantenbo abruptly asked her: "What did you understand 
by practicing Kamakura Zen? You probably didn't understand anything at all. 
If your master has been indulgent with you and if you therefore believe you 
have really got kensho it is a big mistake." Raicho recounts being unable to 
understand why Nantenbo was so aggressive toward her former Engaku-ji 
teachers. She conjectured that Nantenbo might have meant it to encourage 
her to renirn to her beginner's mind, and to devote herself to practice with 
renewed energy (ibid. pp. 289-90). 
In December 1909 Raicho went to Nantenbo's temple, Kaisei-ji ii¥W~ in 
Nishinomiya, to participate in the rohatsu sesshin. During this intense week of 
training she passed through the koan mu, and received from Nantenbo the 
new name of Zenmyo ~Sjj (ibid. pp. 294). This name is a combination of 
Nantenbo's ordination name ZenchH ~,\!;, with the Sino-Japanese reading of 
Raicho's first name Harn Sjj .B The formal attribution of this name by 
Nantenbo indicates his full recognition of Raicho's accomplishments. 
Nantenbo\ choice of a different style 
From these few bits of evidence, it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions 
about Nantenbo's evaluation of Shaku Sokatsu's teaching, but at the least it 
seems that Nantenbo's requirements for his disciples were different from 
those of his colleagues in the Kan to area. Regionalism is also an element that 
cannot be entirely disregarded. Alluding to people who misunderstood his 
intentions, Nantenbo once fulminated: 
Natives of Tokyo breathe hard through their nose [i.e., are arro-
gant], but there is nothing settled below the navel [i.e., they have 
not developed their energy in the hara, they have no firm resolve, 
no guts]. (NAKAHARA 1984, p. 193) 
43 Raichf, is a pseudonym coming from the mountain bird raicha 1lt.~, the rock ptarmigan or 
Lagopus mutus. 
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Nantenbo underscores that he has not the slightest intent to "praise him-
self while rejecting others" (Jisan taki § W{1M) ),44 and he appears to have 
been aware of people who disagreed with his frequent invectives against "fake 
Zen." After this preliminary precaution, he declares: 
When I look at people who come to do sanzen at my place and say 
that they used to go to Kamakura, they all interpret koans, saying 
whose teisho are better, whose sanzen is better, and they put on airs 
pretending to be awakened ( satotta furi o suru ·It-::> t:.b ~ 'a" Tl.>) just 
by receiving koans or listening to teisho. (NAKAHARA 1984, p. 194) 
Nantenbo confesses that he disliked giving teisho, and gave more impor-
tance to personal consultation (sanzen) (ibid. pp. 134-35). Speaking of those 
who indulge in stereotyped lectures, he plays upon the word teisho tfi!:u~ by 
describing it as the behavior of people "who pursue traces of hooves and 
speak about it" ( teisho ~u~ ). It is in this ironical context that he mentions 
Kosen and Soen by name. He adds that each oral performance, be it teisho or 
theater, has a distinctive "tone" (hari i,J~) in its voicing. The tone fomJd 
around Kamakura, he says, "must be Kosen's or Soen's" (NAKAHARA 198 14, 
pp. 320-21 ). This statement is probably to be taken as a criticism aimed not 
so much at Kosen and Soen themselves, but rather at their successors and 
emulators. 
Nantenbo also criticizes Soen's preaching, commenting that "he goes 
around teaching, but one can only wonder about the results. It is probably 
much effort to no avail" (NAKAHARA 1985, p. 74). Nantenbo goes on to say 
that it is more useful to "convert foreigners with capacities for the small vehi-
cle, such as the Russells" (ibid., p. 74). He also derides Soen's participation 
at the World Parliament of Religions, suggesting that he went there in search 
I 
of fame (ibid., p. 75 ). 
The skeptical attitude of Nantenbo toward teachers from the Engaku-ji 
line could, however, be considered as a choice of style and should be put in 
relative perspective. Coming from the countryside, Nantenbo was obviously 
suspicious of the intelligentsia linked with the Kamakura-based temples, and 
his standpoint might even be understood in terms of a kind of inferiority 
complex, but there is ~least one facet of his behavior that reveals his respect 
for Soen. According to Raicho, Nakahara Shugaku q:i/.ll'(*ffi (n.d.), the abbot 
ofKaizen-ji (see above p. 72), was adopted and ordained by Nantenbo while 
44 This expression rders to the seventh of the ten cardinal precepts (jiijiikinkai-1-.<li:Mrtx) list-
ed in the Fanwang jing Y.'JFl',lf (T. 24 no. 1484, p. 1004cl 9). 
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he was residing at Zuigan-ji. Nantenbo, however, chose to send him to 
Engaku-ji and entrusted him to S6en. Shi.igaku is even reported as having 
obtained S6en's inka (HIRATSUKA 1992 vol. 1, pp. 233, 290). Here, 
Hiratsuka may have overestimated the status of Shi.igaku, or taken his certifi-
cation in the temple lineage of K.aizen-ji for a foll spiritual transmission, as 
one cannot find mention of Shi.igaku among Soen's successors (TAMAMURA 
and INOUE 1964, p. 727). 4; Aside from this reservation, Raicho was certain-
ly well informed, as she and Shi.igaku were intimate friends and he became 
her first lover (HIRATSUKA 1992, vol. 1, p. 312). 
As it can be surmised by the above excerpts and the implicit competition 
with K.amakura Zen, Nantenbo was not really a champion of diplomacy; he 
apparently preferred to adopt a provocative attitude, striking first with his 
stick to see the reaction. This, however, should not be interpreted as pure 
mdeness, as it appears for example in the detailed requirements for Nantenbo's 
reform project presented below. 
Nantenboys 1893 reform project 
Nantenbo obviously did not hit all of a sudden upon the idea of reforming 
his school. After consulting the above-mentioned twenty-four teachers when 
he was a monk and receiving the certification from his master, he resolved 
again to go around the monasteries scattered throughout the country, this 
time to check his fellow masters. He reports leaving for such a trip on three 
occasions, in 1874 (age 36), in 1876 (age 38), and in August 1917 (age 79). 
The purpose of these trips, he says, was not to measure his own superiority 
or inferiority compared to others; rather he went because he "could really not 
stand the sadness of [ witnessing] the decline of the great Dharma" (NAKAHARA 
1984, p. 149). 
The origins of this initiative can in fact be located a little earlier and go 
back to November 1872, when he was asked by the Myoshin-ji and Daitoku-
ji authorities to review the sermons given by priests in the temples along the 
Tokaido road. During this trip of inspection Nantenbo was accompanied by 
Goten Dokai, a teacher he had consulted before. At that time, all priests had 
45 Another reason ti.Jr the conspicuous absence of Shiigaku in the Dharma charts of Engaku-ji 
might simply be, as Soshin Shigetsu puts it, the fact that "thirteen of the nine hundred [ disciples 
of Sokatsu] had completed the training, but of these thirteen only four had really penetrated to 
the core of Zen. These four he had ordained as teachers" (THE FIRST ZEN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 
1947, p. 23). 
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been ordered to preach and were treated by the government as teachers 
( kyodoshoku txilUl ), classified into fourteen categories. The mission of this 
trip was to determine into which category each priest would be classified. 
This had to be done in the name of "propagating the Great Teaching" 
( daikyo senpu :kfHr;f!J) for the diffusion of State Shinto ideas (ibid. pp. 
138-39). 
Ifwe now turn to the 1893 project itsel( Nantenbo describes it as the fruit 
of thirty years of labor and as the result of his reaction to the degenerating 
conditions of monastic life. "Since the demise of Hakuin each year passing 
has seen a degradation of the true style of the patriarchs; all monasteries are 
getting to the bottom of desolation" (ibid. p. 159). Consequently, he 
resolved to accomplish a "great revolution" in the world of his school, simi-
lar to the political revolution achieved by the Restoration. Nantenbo con-
sulted his acquaintances among the other roshi to determine which articles 
would be included in the actual examination. After entrusting him with the 
responsibility of choosing the most appropriate items, they apparently revised 
the final draft. According to Nantenbo, the six masters involved in this draft 
were Tankai Gensho, Mugaku Bun'eki, Kazan Zenryo imJUJ~tn (Kono iuJff 
1824-1893), Dokuon Joshu 5!RIIl71'G5t (Ogino ~ff 1819-1895), Tekisui 
Giboku i~7](1[!& (Yuri ESJJl 1822-1899), and Choso Genkai itsit'.~il (Yf1k6 
a~ 1830-1903) (ibid. PP· 259,263). 
Everything seemed ready for presenting the proposal. However, Nantenbo 
took one more verbal precaution before disclosing the items that were includ-
ed in the examination, specifying that "when [koans are] enumerated like 
this, people may misunderstand Zen as a kind of erudition, but it has noth-
ing to do with that" (ibid. p. 160). 
Let us now look at the outline of the project, entitled Shiken hisho-Shiisho 
to shosuru zenjigata shiken hyodai juni ka jo ~~.~Ut~*llr },Pl§ 7-Jviii~ilin~.~ 
*JE\Ht.::.7f1t (Confidential examination text: Twelve headings for the exami-
nation of the Zen teachers who claim to be masters in our school). 46 
Important to note is the fact that the examination text was to be burned once 
the examination had been completed. I list below only the twelve headings 
of the project, without the appendices published in NAKAHARA 1984 (p. 263). 
1. Master Hakuin's "eight koans difficult to penetrate" (Hakuin osho hachi 
nan to El P.~ fD ro'J \i!t~) 
46 The text is reproduced in AKIZUKI ( 1979, pp. 254-94 ). For some reason, one part has been 
intentionally omitted by Akizuki ( on page 282 ), and I hope to be able once to consult the mi gi-
n al, presently at Kaisei-ji. 
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2. The Sayings of Linji ( Rinzairoku w; i~i!) 
3. Chan Master Fenyang's Ten Wisdoms [expressing the] Same Truth 
(Funnyo zenji jitchi doshin ~1!9it!i!Bi!H-~[lrJJ!;) 
4. Shoushan's Verses on the Essential Principles (Shuzan koju noge trfL.l.Jff.~ 
*11) 
5. The hidden melody of the ten cardinal precepts Uujukin no hikyoku 
+ :m: tHiH!I.J ) 
6. Composition of verses on the essential principles of the ten cardinal pre-
cepts Uujukin koju noge o amu +:m:~tJH%11'7~A) 
7. The formless, the mind-ground, and the substance of the precepts, by 
the grand master Bodhidharma ( Daruma daishi no muso shinchi kaitai 
j!J!jdifi Mi 1§, (.,±fil ix: 1*) 
8. Xutang's substitute and separate teachings (Kido no dai betsu ~'.§1,:ft}Jlj) 
9. The verses on the boundless wind and moon related to the Biyanlu 
(Hekigan muhen fugetsu no ju ~jftM;jllJIIJj O)ij[) 
10. The hidden keys to the five positions (Goi no hiketsu .li1:V:f~~) 
11. The last barricade (Matsugo no rokan *Ii$~) 
12. The ultimate conclusion (Saigo no ikketsu ~fi-~). 47 
This gives an idea of the requirements devised by Nantenbo to raise the stan-
dards expected from a Rinzai teacher. It should nevertheless be noted that 
these koans represent the essential requirements expected from a roshi any-
way, and do not constitute something especially difficult for someone who 
would have passed through the entire sanzen process. Despite this detailed 
curriculum, Nantenb6 further insists on the importance of the first break-
through: "However, if the initial breach into the mu [koan] is truly accom-
plished, [the other koans] will be passed fluently at a stretch" (NAKAHARA 
1984, p. 264). 
When the crucial day arrived Nantenb6 vigorously defended his proposal 
in front of the Myoshin-ji assembly, with Kyodo Etan as chief abbot (kancho), 
but he did not get the slightest reaction from the participants: "Not a single 
person proffered a word of approval or disapproval." In fact, as Nantenb6 
puts it, the executives had their intentions. They would simply take no 
account of the proposal, since tacit approval in such a conference would 
imply no coercive force. Nantenbo, the six roshi who had supported him, and 
even the kancho, who was in favor of the proposal had been imposed upon. 
47 This follows the headings ofAKizuKI (1979, pp. 254-94). The headings <lifter slightly from 
those found in NAKAHARA (1984, p. 260-63), despite the fact that the editor is the same. 
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Nantenbo's disappointment and humiliation was considerable, and this event 
had the result of heightening his resolve to concentrate more on laypeople 
than on fellow priests: 
Therefore, I (understood that) trying to remodel the present Zen 
masters who were so rotten ( konnani kusatta gendai no shushi domo 
.:,4,~1.:ml;-:::,f.:~lHt;O)*Bilic''b) would definitely be a lot of trouble 
for nothing and that it would prove totally ineffective .... This is 
why I decided that, given the state of things, I would rather train 
lay men or lay women among the population, and produce power-
ful men and women who could protect the Dharma. (NAKAHARA 
1984,p.266) 
The commitment ofNantenbo and his emphasis on training laypeople also 
reveals his feelings for his country, a facet that deserves to be examined. 
The Nationalist Dimension 
There are numerous passages in Nantenbo's writings that leave little doubt as 
to his patriotic feelings and his reverence for the emperor. His family back-
ground as the son of a samurai apparently contributed to his identification 
with the military caste, and his fighting abilities gained him early respect. I 
For instance, during his thirties, after his first nomination in 1869 as abbot 
of Daijo-ji *.Tb.~ in Tokuyama f.&\LI.J (Yamaguchi Prefecture), the turmoil of 
the Restoration had still not abated and armed groups were scouring the 
region. Nantenbo mentions in particular the name of Dairaku Gentaro *.~ 
71.:keB (1834-1871), a warrior who had not recognized the new governme'nt 
and was killed shortly afterwards. In 1871 this threat drove the civilians of 
Tokuyama to constitute a heterogeneous defense force, comprising priests 
from both the Rinzai and Soto schools, doctors, Shinto priests, and 
Confucian scholars. Nantenbo was at the head of the troops, training them 
in the arts of the sword, the spear, and the bow, for the sake of the "emper-
or and the nation" (kunkoku no tame £000)f.:.lb) (NAKAHARA 1984, pp. 
130-31). 
Describing the confusion that occurred during the first years of the 
Restoration, Nantenbo speaks of the sudden privilege given to Shinto beliefs 
that were imposed on Buddhist temples, but to his eyes the court was not 
responsible: "In those days [people] misunderstood the rejection of 
Buddhism as being the opinion of the court, and it was really a difficult 
time." Adding that in such a situation the role of a Zen priest is to work evpn 
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harder, he comments on the reason for his efforts, a task that consisted at that 
time of convincing Ian Soken to accept charge of Enpuku-ji: "It is because 
Zen is the root of the imperial way (kodo no kongen ~~O)fl?!), the entire 
depository of Buddhism ( buppo no sofu 11,.#:;0)!'fJ(f ),48 the source of all things; 
if it were to disappear, the nation and mankind would disappear" (NAKAHARA 
1984, pp. 122-23). 
Nevertheless, Nantenb6 faced a Rinzai school that was on the point of col-
lapsing, and he considered himself to be invested with a mission to reestab-
lish what he calls "the crumbling Zen of the early Meiji" (Meiji shonen no 
daitozen llAruMip.O)jdf1Jf)ji) (ibid. p. 159). Another cause of indignation for 
Nantenbo was the Meiji infatuation for things foreign. "Since the people in 
the government of that time gave little thought to the fact that they were liv-
ing in their own country, they were deluded by foreigners" (ibid. p. 167). 
Speaking more precisely about his state of mind when he established 
Dorin-ji in Tokyo with the help of Yamaoka Tesshu, Nantenbo adds: "We 
practiced zazen and trained our spirit ( seishin ffl*ll ), and we tried to resist 
(taiko Mttc) the Western culture (seiyo no bunmei l!!ii$0)JtllA) that would 
inevitably be coming" (ibid. p. 212). 
As a last example of the mood expressed by Nantenbo, I should mention 
this passage related to his reflections around 1889 when he was struggling to 
establish a practicing dojo in Tokyo: "Monks too are important, but if one 
does not first take care of laypeople among civilians and strengthen Japan 
with Zen, in the case of a crisis leading to war with foreign countries, from 
the point of view of the number of citizens, economical force, and also from 
the point of view of our physical size, Japan will lose against the white hairy 
foreigners (keto '=£~)" (ibid. p. 248). 
It must be remembered that this discourse takes place in the period pre-
ceding the Sino-Japanese and the Russo-Japanese conflicts, a time when the 
general atmosphere was still dominated by a lack of confidence. Yet it is dis-
comfiting to see such language, for it prefigures the militaristic rhetoric that 
led to the Pacific War. 
I shall not, of course, attempt to justify Nantenbo's declarations, which 
speak for themselves. But there is a question that cannot be avoided at this 
point: Is it possible to identify in Japan at the end of the nineteenth century 
48 This expression is used in Dogen's H1ikyiiki '.i:/1!,G, where Dcigen's master Tiantong Rujing 
r-:it/ln~ (1162-1227) is described as "the entire depository [sum] of the Buddha Dharma" 
(IKEDA, ed. 1994, pp. 43, 45, 157). The translation of sofa as "chief prefect" may be a bit too lit-
eral (WADDELL 1977, 130). 
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a coherent political discourse that did not support the imperial system, except 
for those that urged a return to the Bakufu? I cannot elaborate on this issue 
here, but the Japanese Socialist Party (Toyo Shakaito Jj-f ti~J't foundediby 
Tarui Tokichi ~#iiia [1850-1922]), was founded in 1882. One of the sbr-
prising features of this event is the role played by Buddhist thought in the for-
mation of this party (TAMAMURO 1967, p. 332). Some early alternatives then 
existed, even though they probably supported another vision of nationalism. 
To go back to Nantenbo's declarations: when he speaks, for instance,; of 
"the Japanese spirit" (yamato damashii), this word instantly evokes dark asso-
ciations with the military dictatorship of the Showa era. Bur for a pers'on 
raised during the Tokugawa period and steeped in the principles of bushido, 
however, it was probably as ordinary as the phrases "the American spirit" or 
"/>esprit franr;:ais" in today's world. To give a provisional conclusion to this 
delicate question of the nativist dimension, I think that more epistemologi-
cal reflection is necessary before calling Nantenbo "a staunch nationalist a'nd 
partisan to the Japanese military" (SHARF 1993, p. 11-12). The whole issue 
is too important to be treated hastily. 
Nantenbo)s View of Lay Practice 
Nantenbo's teaching activity had an enduring influence on monks as well as 
on laypeople, and he claimed to have had 3,000 spiritual descendants. 49 We 
have seen that his decision to put more emphasis on the training of lay prac-
titioners was related to the failure of his 1893 proposal. Another painfol 
episode was his eviction from Zuigan-ji I/mlft~ in Sendai, where he had 
resided as abbot between 1891 and 1896. The incident that caused his evic-
tion was minor; an apprentice had accidentally burned part of the wooden 
statue representing Date Masamune WJ!i&* (1567-1636), the patron and 
founder of the temple, while Nantenbo was absent.so This was, however, a 
perfect pretext for those who resented Nantenbo. 
Nantenbo consequently retired to Daibai-ji :k:tilf~, also in Sendai, a tem-
ple known for its poverty. It is during this period that Natsume Soseki ~ § 
i*kn (1867-1916) is reported to have visited Nantenbot but there is no 
account of this in Nantenbo's records. The famous picture showing 
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511 ZUIGAN-JI HAKURUTSUKAN 1986, pp. 16-1;. NAKAHARA 1984, p. 270-71. 
5! ZUIGAN-JI HAKUHUTSUKAN 1986, p. 17. S6seki zenshii, vol. 14, p. 61. 
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Nantenbo, arms folded behind a group of young men, standing with his dis-
ciple, the future general Nogi Maresuke J:J*;'/j'f.J11! ( 848-1912) was taken at 
Daibai-ji around the same time.s2 Nogi had just been ordered to Taiwan and 
wanted this souvenir picture before departing. The master-disciple relation-
ship between the two men lasted until Nogi's much publicized suicide afi:er 
the death of the Meiji emperor. Nogi's practice had not been limited to a 
superficial acquaintance with zazen, an accomplishment acknowledged by 
Nantenbo_s, The status of Nogi as one of his "successors in the Dharma" is 
even duly published in Kinsei zenrin soboden, where Nogi's religious name 
Sekisho koji ::fitl!a-± is listed first among Nantenbo's lay disciples ( OGINO 
1973, vol. 3, p. 503). This facet ofNogi's personality is, intentionally or not, 
completely ignored by the military "historian" MATSUSHITA Yoshio in his 
biography ( 1960). 
There were several other high-ranking military men who practiced under 
Nantenbo, among whom was the general Kodama Gen taro ;,~::f. imt:;t~~ 
( 1852-1906 ), who first introduced Nogi to Nantenbo. The sanzen scene 
where Kodama asked Nantenbo "How should a military man handle 
(atsukau t.&"J) Zen/" was for him memorable. Nantenbo asked him to show 
how he would handle three thousand soldiers right now. As Kodama argued 
that he did not have any soldiers to whom he could give orders, Nantenbo 
pushed him further: "This should be obvious to you ... You fake soldier!" 
Upset, Kodama replied: "How would you do it then 1" Upon this, Nantenbo 
threw Kodama to the ground and jumped on his back, slapping his buttock 
with the nanten stick and shouting, "Troops, forward march!" (NAKAHARA 
1984,pp. 205-208). 
This ludicrous episode did not, however, receive a positive reaction from 
all of Nantenbo's contemporaries. Inoue Shf1ten # J-.3%x (1880-1945), a 
former Soto priest who turned to writing harsh criticism of the Zen masters 
of his time, takes this episode as an example of what he calls "the bluffing Zen 
of Nantenbo" (Nantenbo no hattari zen l¥Jxff0)1\·;,>11Jtl\\). For Shnten, 
"Indulging in this type of childish behavior and pretending it to be 'a living 
resource of Zen' is definitely irresponsible" (SAHASHI 1982, p. 95). In short, 
Shtiten considered that the Meiji masters did not even approach the level of 
the ancient Chinese masters, and that their sayings and writings only revealed 
their hypocrisy. In his critiques, generally not very constructive, he took 
Kogaku Soen and Nantenbo as his two main targets. 
52 KASUMI 1963, p. 169; ZUIGAN-JI HAKUBUTSUKAN 1986, p. 21. 
53 NAKAHARA 1984, pp. 242-43. 
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There are a few passages in Nantenbo's own writings that suggest the 
superiority of ordained individuals over laypeople, in particular when he men-
tions the strength of the resolve demanded of monks as they beg to be 
accepted into a monastery (NAKAHARA 1984, p. 31). Acknowledging that 
monks and laypeople have to be treated differently, Nantenbo nevertheless 
deployed tireless energy in monitoring several zazen lay groups throughoµt 
the country. This type of activity started in 1902, when he accepted the invi-
tation by a group called Anjin-kai '.t(-,(.,~ to go to his native region of Saga 
and conduct a sesshin.54 
Another of Nantenbo's foremost lay disciples was the former doctor 
Daiken Toin -:kMtl~i (Iida Masakuma biEBiB(~~ 1863-1937). Their fitst 
meeting took place during the night of 2 December 1889. Daiken had expe-
rienced a massive breakthrough and was eager to confirm his understanding 
with a master as soon as possible. His understanding was acknowledged as 
genuine, but Nantenbo pressed the newcomer to further refine and deepen 
his training. He finally gave him his recognition (inka) in 1898 (NAKAHARA 
1984, pp. 244-45). j 
Daiken was the first layperson to undergo the whole training process 
under Nantenbo's stern fist, and he later had a considerable following duriilg 
the Taisho and Showa periods. Some of his vigorous teisho have been record-
ed, and even now these texts are considered among the best commentaries of 
Zen classics and koan training from the point of view of a practitioner. 55 In 
1922, however, Daiken Toin chose to become a priest under Taiun Sogaku 
-:k~tliffi (Harada /JilEB 1871-1961), becoming his Dharma successor a1~d 
contributing to the success of the Rinzai-flavored Soto lineage that still florir-
ishes at Hosshin-ji 9e,(.,~ in Obama.56 
There are hundreds of other disciples who cannot be mentioned here, but 
ifwe try to summarize the singularity ofNantenbo's style, in particular when 
he dealt with laypeople, a few features can be highlighted. First, he conceiv~d 
of himself as a reformer who tried to emulate the work done by Hakuin 57 ; he 
I 
did not pretend to bring new elements to the Rinzai tradition. Second, J;iis 
requirements for laypersons were in no way less severe than those for monks, 
since he placed a lot of hope in the future of lay Zen. The example of 
Yamaoka Tesshu is eloquent; he had already received in 1880 a certification 
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55 See in particular IIDA 1934, 1943, and 1954. 
56 ZGD, p. 19a-b. 
57 NAKAHARA 1984, p. 159. 
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from Tekisui Giboku when he met Nantenbo. 58 Nantenbo pushed him to go 
further. A third characteristic is Nantenbo's attitude toward historical 
changes: he apparently did not make any effort to adapt Zen practice to the 
times other than to withstand what he considered superficial vogues. The 
inner dimension was given priority and his disregard of tactical considerations 
or compromises probably helped cause the humiliations he experienced with 
his 1893 proposal and while he was abbot of the Zuigan-ji. 
Conclusions 
It appears from our short review of Nantenbo's life and activities that he 
essentially remained a man of the Tokugawa period. Forced by the circum-
stances of the Restoration to recognize the degenerating state of his school, 
he tried to maintain the fundamentals of practice by straightening out his fel-
low teachers and by training laypeople. His sources of inspiration were taken 
from the past and, when he had to interact with a society in transformation, 
he did not always evaluate adequately the extent of the changes that had 
occurred. His own samurai background, plus the fact that several of his lay 
disciples (Yamaoka, Nogi, Iida) were in relatively privileged economic situa-
tions, may have contributed to his conservative vision of society. 
The comparison with other teachers of the Rinzai school shows important 
differences in style, and Nantenbo seems to have been more demanding oflay-
people than were most of the other masters of the same period. An addition-
al feature, which could not be discussed here, is his rejection of scholarly 
study and unilateral emphasis on training. Although, for the sake of simplic-
ity, I have briefly mentioned tensions between Nantenbo and teachers from 
the Engaku-ji line, I do not mean to indicate that the Rinzai school at that 
time was dominated by these two lines. There were other significant trends, 
such as those represented by the Bizen Branch (Bizen-ha fiili1liii*)5" and the 
Mino Branch (Mino-ha ~il:i* ), and the difference in style among the vari-
ous monasteries survive to the present. 611 
The complexity of these various tendencies should not prevent us from 
58 OMORI 1983 p. 222, NAKAHARA 1984, pp. 190-91. 
59 The Meiji-period Engaku-ji line was linked with the Bizen Branch, through Gisan Zenrai 
fftl.1.J'iJ* (1802-1878) and his successor Kogaku Soon. 
60 This is illustrated by, for example, the rather unknown line of Tojii Reise"> iJiiJ*~JPj (Ito f,-iii 
1854--1916), belonging to the Mino Branch, which stands in contrast to the more famous Bizen 
Branch, both belonging to the line oflnzan. This lineage is discussed by KAT() (1981). 
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outlining general developments. Attempts to resist the growing influence of 
Christian movements was a necessity for all Buddhist sects, and broadening 
the basis of lay practice was another specific way to react against the slug-
gishness of the Buddhist clergy. This policy was obviously shared with the 
Engaku line. 
In the case of Nantenba, the inconveniences presented by the other con-
sequences of modernization often seemed to outweigh its advantages, a per-
1 
ception that was not entirely devoid of lucidity. When he spoke of trying to 
"resist the Western culture that would inevitably be coming," he expresses his 
sense of a crisis that began to unfold in front of his eyes. In other words he 
seems to have been highly aware of the illusory nature of what the Meiji pro-
paganda depicted as "progress." Concerning tradition, the damage had 
already occurred during the first years of Meiji, and the emphasis on lay prab-
tice was one of the few options left in the hope of securing the survival of the 
Dharma. 
Although he had trained many disciples, when Nantenba died on 12 July 
1925 he left only a few successors. They included in particular the main li11e 
of Kikusen Sak:ya ~fl*@: (Shimada ~EB 1872-1959), who became the 
chief abbot of Nanzen-ji. 61 This line has not survived to the presedt. 
Nantenba's style appears to have been barely preserved through Kain Jitek:i 
f.'IJ~~!fr\89 (Moriuchi 'tj"p;J 1866-1909)62 and Sahan Genpa *~t~* (Okuda 
J/:El3 1848-1922), 63 who had received his inka but later chose to be affiliated 
to another master. 64 ; 
Genpa transmitted this tradition to Tessa Chisha ~*t''t:'i=. (Kazuki 1$ ~ 
1879-1937),"' who handed it to Kanju Sajun :l.1+1*i~i (Izawa #iR 1895-
1954).66 Today, Genpa's descendant in the third generation, Kasumi Bunsha 
::f Ji>C~f, the abbot of Kaisei-ji who reached the venerable age of ninety in 
1995, and his own disciples are the few representatives ofNantenba's legacy. 
Like other oral traditions, but especially since Meiji, the different branches 
61 See Zenbunka 154 (1994): 148. 
62 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 301-71; ZGD, p. 5d. 
63 KSBD, vol. 3, pp. 470-73; ZGD, p. 128d. 
64 KSBD, vol. 3, p. 503. Genpo's biography mentions the fact that "he received Tojn's 
[Nantenb,,] certification at D,,rin-ji, but he still was not satisfied and put it aside." He finally 
returned to his former master Kazan Ze111y,, i!Jillll'Cin (Kono iilJ'rf 1824-1893) and became his suc-
cessor (KSBD, vol. 3, p. 471). I 
65 ZGD, p. 319d. 
66 See Zenbunka 146 (1992): 149. 
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affiliated with the Zen denomination periodically have to face the challenge 
of their own extinction. 
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